For γ ∈ (0, 2), U ⊂ C, and an instance h of the Gaussian free field (GFF) on U , the γ-Liouville quantum gravity (LQG) surface associated with (U, h) is formally described by the Riemannian metric tensor e γh (dx 2 + dy 2 ) on U . Previous work by the authors showed that one can define a canonical metric D h on U associated with a γ-LQG surface. We show that this metric is conformally covariant in the sense that it respects the coordinate change formula for γ-LQG surfaces. That is, if U, U are domains, φ : U → U is a conformal transformation, Q = 2/γ + γ/2, and
1 Introduction
Overview
Fix γ ∈ (0, 2), suppose that U ⊆ C is a domain, and let h be an instance of (some form of) the Gaussian free field (GFF) on U . The γ-Liouville quantum gravity (LQG) surface described by h formally corresponds to e γh(z) (dx 2 + dy 2 ), z = x + iy (1.1)
where dx 2 + dy 2 denotes the Euclidean metric on U . This expression does not make literal sense since h is a distribution and not a function so does not take values at points. Previously, the volume form associated with (1.1) was constructed by Duplantier and Sheffield in [DS11] using a regularization procedure. Namely, for each > 0 and z ∈ U so that B (z) ⊆ U let h (z) denote the average of h on ∂B (z). Then the volume form µ h is given by the limit as → 0 of γ 2 /2 e γh (z) dxdy, z = x + iy (1.2)
where dxdy denotes Lebesgue measure on U . The factor γ 2 /2 is necessary for the limit to exist and be non-trivial. It is also possible to use a similar procedure to make sense of the lengths of certain types of curves [DS11, She16] . See [Kah85, RV14] for a more general theory of random measures of this type.
The LQG measure satisfies a certain change of coordinates formula [DS11, Proposition 2.1].
Suppose that U ⊆ C is another domain, φ : U → U is a conformal transformation, and
Then a.s. µ h (A) = µ h (φ(A)) for all Borel sets A ⊆ U . Two domain/field pairs (U, h), ( U , h) are said to be equivalent as LQG surfaces if they are related as in (1.3). An LQG surface is an equivalence class of domain/field pairs with respect to this equivalence relation. We think of two equivalent pairs as being two embeddings of the same surface.
In a previous series of papers [MS15, MS16a, MS16b] , a metric associated with a 8/3-LQG surface was constructed in the special case when γ = 8/3. These works also showed that a certain special 8/3-LQG surface is equivalent, as a metric measure space, to the Brownian map of Le Gall [Le 13] and Miermont [Mie13] .
This work is part of a series which is focused on constructing the metric space structure of γ-LQG for all γ ∈ (0, 2). It was shown in [GM19b] , building on [DDDF19, GM19c, DFG + 19, GM19a] that for each γ ∈ (0, 2), one can measurably associate with the whole-plane GFF h a metric D h which can be constructed as a limit of regularized metrics analogous to (1.2) (for technical reasons this construction approximates the GFF by its convolution with the heat kernel, rather than by its circle average process). The metric D h is characterized by a list of axioms including the metric version of the coordinate change formula (1.3) for all complex affine functions (these conditions are listed just below). In particular, the metric for γ = 8/3 is the same as the one in [MS15, MS16a, MS16b] . By the local dependence of D h on h, it follows that one can measurably associate an LQG metric for γ ∈ (0, 2) with the GFF on any planar domain (see [GM19b, Remark 1.5 
]).
The purpose of this work is to show that the resulting metric satisfies the metric analog of (1.3) for general conformal maps. Consequently, the metric constructed in [GM19b] is intrinsic to the quantum surface structure of an LQG surface, i.e., the particular choice of embedding does not change the definition of the metric. As we will see, establishing (1.3) for general conformal maps from the case of just complex affine maps is trickier than one might expect.
Although this work builds on [DDDF19, GM19c, DFG + 19, GM19a, GM19b] , it can be read without any knowledge of these works, or even any knowledge about LQG beyond basic properties of the GFF. The reason for this is that we take the axiomatic definition of the whole-plane γ-LQG metric from [GM19b] as our starting point, and deduce our results from these axioms.
Main results
We will now define a notion of a γ-LQG metric for arbitrary open domains U ⊂ C. The definition of the γ-LQG metric in [GM19b] is the special case when U = C. We first need some preliminary definitions. Throughout, (X, D) denotes a metric space.
For a curve P : [a, b] → X, the D-length of P is defined by
where the supremum is over all partitions T : a = t 0 < · · · < t #T = b of [a, b] . Note that the D-length of a curve may be infinite.
where the infimum is over all paths P in Y from x to y. Then D(·, ·; Y ) is a metric on Y , except that it is allowed to take infinite values.
We say that (X, D) is a length space if for each x, y ∈ X and each ε > 0, there exists a curve of D-length at most D(x, y) + ε from x to y.
A continuous metric on an open domain U ⊂ C is a metric D on U which induces the Euclidean topology on U . We equip the space of such metrics with the local uniform topology for functions from U × U to [0, ∞). We allow a continuous metric to satisfy D(u, v) = ∞ if u and v are in different connected components of U . In this case, in order to have D n → D w.r.t. the local uniform topology we require that for large enough n, D n (u, v) = ∞ if and only if D(u, v) = ∞.
A GFF plus a continuous function on an open domain U ⊂ C is a random distribution h on U which can be coupled with a random continuous function f in such a way that h − f has the law of the (zero-boundary or whole-plane, as appropriate) GFF on U .
It is shown in [DG18] that for each γ ∈ (0, 2), there is an exponent d γ > 2 which can be defined in several equivalent ways, e.g., as the ball volume growth exponent for certain random planar maps in the γ-LQG universality class. It is shown in [GP19] that d γ is the Hausdorff dimension of the γ-LQG metric. The value of d γ is not known explicitly except that d √
8/3
= 4, but see [DG18] for reasonably sharp bounds on d γ . We define where the infimum is over all continuous paths from z to w in U parameterized by D h -length.
Then a.s. e ξf · D h = D h+f for every bounded continuous function f : U → R. IV. Conformal coordinate change. Let U ⊂ C and let φ : U → U be a deterministic conformal map. Then with Q as in (1.3), a.s.
(1.7)
It is shown in [GM19b, Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3] that there is a unique (up to multiplication by a deterministic constant) measurable function h → D h from H (C) to the space of continuous metrics on C which satisfies the above axioms with U = U = C. In this restricted setting, Axiom II is replaced by the requirement that D h (·, ·; V ) is a.s. determined by h| V and Axiom IV reads as follows.
IV . Coordinate change for complex affine maps. For each fixed deterministic a, b ∈ C, a = 0, a.s.
(1.8)
We call D h the γ-LQG metric associated with h.
Following [GM19a, Remark 1.2], it is not hard to extend the definition of D h to GFF-type distributions on proper subdomains of C, as we now explain. Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF.
For each deterministic open set U ⊂ C, the metric D h (·, ·; U ) is a.s. determined by h| U so we can simply define D h| U := D h (·, ·; U ). We can write h| U =h U + h U , whereh U is a zero-boundary GFF on U and h U is a random harmonic function on U independent fromh U . In the notation (1.6), we define
It is easily seen from Axioms II and III that Dh U is a measurable function ofh U (see [GM19a, Remark 1.2]). In light of Axiom III, we can then define Dh U +f as a measurable function ofh U + f for any random continuous function f : U → R. By inspection, this function from distributions to metrics satisfies Axioms I through III above. The main result of this paper is the following theorem which verifies that the above metric satisfies Axiom IV. This completes the program to define the γ-LQG metric for all γ ∈ (0, 2) on an arbitrary planar domain.
Theorem 1.1. Let U ⊂ C be an open domain and let φ : C → U be a conformal map. Also let h U be a GFF on U plus a continuous function. Almost surely, the γ-LQG metric satisfies the coordinate change formula
(1.10)
That is, the mapping h U → D h U constructed in [GM19b] is a γ-LQG metric in the strong sense discussed above.
As noted above, Theorem 1.1 says that the LQG metric depends intrinsically on the γ-LQG surface (U, D h ), i.e., it does not depend on the particular choice of parameterization for this surface. Hence a γ-LQG surface with any choice of underlying conformal structure makes sense as a metric space.
Outline
Throughout most of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we will work with a whole-plane GFF h restricted to a domain in C. We will transfer to other variants of the GFF at the very end of the argument using
For an open set U ⊂ C and a conformal map φ : U → φ(U ), we define
(1.11)
By the conformal invariance of the GFF, h φ is the sum of a zero-boundary GFF and a harmonic function on φ(U ). Therefore D h φ is defined as explained before the statement of Theorem 1.1. Furthermore, from the locality of D h it is easily seen that D φ h is a local metric for h| U and is a.s. determined by h| U . We want to show that a.s.
As one might expect, the basic idea of the proof is to use that the conformal map φ looks approximately like a complex affine map in a small neighborhood of a typical point, then apply Axiom IV . However, there are a number of complications in making this argument work which make the proof of Theorem 1.1 more difficult than one might expect at first glance.
The first main step of the proof, which is carried out in Section 2, is to show that if z ∈ U and r > 0 is small, then D h and D φ h are close on B r (z), in the sense that with high probability
| is of smaller order than the D h -diameter of B r (z) (which by Axioms III and IV is typically of order r ξQ e ξhr(z) ). See Proposition 2.1 for a precise statement. Here we note that when r > 0 is small, the D h -diameter of B r (z) is smaller than its D h -distance to ∂U , so the restrictions to B r (z) of
The main difficulty in this step is that we do not know a priori that φ → D φ h depends continuously on the conformal map φ in the almost sure sense. This is because we do not know that φ → D h•φ −1 is continuous. Rather, we only know that if φ −1 is uniformly close to the linear map z → αz (which will be the case if we start with an arbitrary conformal map φ and zoom in on a sufficiently small neighborhood of any given point) then the law of h • φ −1 is close to the law of h(α·) in the total variation sense (Lemma 2.4). This tells us that the marginal laws of D h•φ −1 and D h(α·) are close.
We will show in Lemma 2.3 that joint law of D h•φ −1 and D h(α·) is close to the joint law of two copies of the same instance of D h(α·) . The basic idea of the argument is as follows. If {φ n } n∈N is a sequence of conformal maps such that φ −1 n converges uniformly on compact subsets of C to z → αz, then using basic facts about the GFF we can establish the convergence of joint laws
(1.12)
This implies that the joint laws of the 4-tuples (h,
) are tight, and moreover allows us to show that any possible subsequential limit is of the form (h,
By re-scaling and applying Axiom IV , the preceding paragraph allows us to show that if φ : U → φ(U ) is a conformal map, then the metric D h| U and the metric D φ h appearing in (1.10) are close at small scales in the desired sense.
In Section 3, we upgrade from the statement that D h| U and D φ h are close with high probability in a small neighborhood of any point to the statement that D h| U and D φ h are close with high probability everywhere. This will be carried out in two steps. In Section 3.1, we show that D h| U and D φ h are a.s. bi-Lipschitz equivalent using a general criterion for bi-Lipschitz equivalence of two local metrics for the same GFF (Theorem 3.4). We then show that the optimal bi-Lipschitz constant is 1 in Section 3.2 using a "good annulus covering" argument similar to the one in [GM19b, Section 3].
The reason why we need to use a two-step argument of this form is as follows. Even though we know that D h| U and D φ h are close at small scales, our estimates are not sharp enough to say directly that a quantity of the form
The arguments of Section 3 allow us to restrict attention to "good" scales where we can say that the ratios of certain D h| U -distances and D φ h -distances are close to 1.
Basic notation
We write N = {1, 2, 3, . . .
remains bounded (resp. tends to zero) as ε → 0. We similarly define O(·) and o(·) errors as a parameter goes to infinity. We will often specify any requirements on the dependencies on rates of convergence in O(·) and o(·) errors in the statements of lemmas/propositions/theorems, in which case we implicitly require that errors, implicit constants, etc., appearing in the proof satisfy the same dependencies.
For z ∈ C and r > 0, we write B r (z) for the Euclidean ball of radius r centered at z. We also define the open annulus
The goal of this section is to show that in the notation (1.11), the metrics D h φ and D h| U are close with high probability at small scales (see Proposition 2.1 just below).
We will be working with conformal maps, so since circles are not preserved under conformal maps it is sometimes convenient to use a slightly different normalization for the GFF than the usual h 1 (0) = 0. In particular, we fix a smooth compactly supported, radially symmetric bump function f : C → [0, 1] with C f (z) dz = 1 and for z ∈ C and r > 0 we define
(2.1)
We will often normalize h by requiring h f,1 (0) = 0 instead of h 1 (0) = 0. The advantage of this is that, since f is smooth, the smoothed average h f,1 (0) depends continuously on h in the distributional topology. This fact is needed in the proof of Lemma 2.5 below.
The main result of this section is the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h f,1 (0) = 0. For each fixed δ > 0
Proposition 2.1 involves the smooth averages h f,r (z) instead of circle averages, but it is easy to convert to statements which do not depend on the choice of normalization for the field. For example, we have the following consequence of Proposition 2.1 which will be used in Section 3.2.
Lemma 2.2. Let h be a whole-plane GFF, with any choice of normalization. Fix δ, b ∈ (0, 1). For each fixed compact set K ⊂ U ,
Proof. By Axiom III, changing the normalization of h (i.e., adding a constant to h) does not affect the value of
. Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that h is normalized so that h f,1 (0) = 0. By Axioms III and IV and the scale and translation invariance of the law of h, modulo additive constant, for each ε > 0 we can find c > 0 depending only on b such that with probability at least 1 − ε,
The lemma statement follows by combining this with Proposition 2.1 with cδ in place of δ, then sending ε → 0.
D φ h converges to D h as φ converges to a linear map
Throughout this section we let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h f,1 (0) = 0, with f as in (2.1). The main step in the proof of Proposition 2.1 is the following lemma, which we will prove in this section.
Lemma 2.3. Let φ n : U n → φ n (U n ) be a sequence of conformal maps such that φ n (0) = 0,
as n → ∞, and each fixed compact subset of C is contained in U n for large
in law with respect to the distributional topology and the local uniform topology on C × C, as appropriate.
The main difficulty in the proof of Lemma 2.3 is comparing the metrics D h•φ −1 n and D h(α·) . We will accomplish this using the outline discussed in Section 1.3. We first need the following elementary lemma for the GFF.
Lemma 2.4. Let φ n : U n → φ n (U n ) be as in Lemma 2.3. Then for each compact set K ⊂ C,
Proof. By the Koebe distortion theorem, φ n (z) → 1/α uniformly on compact subsets of C. It follows that φ n (z) → z/α uniformly on compact subsets of C. By the Cauchy integral formula, all of the higher-order derivatives of φ n converge to zero uniformly on compact subsets of C. Furthermore,
, and all of the higher-order derivatives of φ −1 n converge to zero uniformly on compact subsets of C. Consequently, if f : C → R is a smooth, compactly supported function then f • φ n and all of its derivatives of all orders converge uniformly to f (α·) and its corresponding derivatives as n → ∞. Therefore,
This gives (2.5).
To prove (2.6), write h| Un =h n + h n , whereh n is a zero-boundary GFF on U n and h n is an independent random harmonic function on U n . Thenh n • φ −1 n is a zero-boundary GFF on φ(U n ). By [MS17, Proposition 2.10], we haveh n • φ −1 n | K → h| K in the total variation sense if we view both h n and h as being defined modulo a global additive constant. The field h(α·) is normalized so that (h(α·)) f,|α| (0) is zero. Therefore,
in total variation, without having to view the distributions as being defined modulo additive constant.
On the other hand, basic estimates for the harmonic part of the GFF (see the proof of [MS17, Proposition 2.10]) combined with the aforementioned convergence of φ −1
n to z → αz shows that for any fixed compact set K ⊂ C, the Dirichlet energy of h n | K tends to zero in probability as n → ∞.
Combining this with the convergence of φ −1 n and all of its derivatives mentioned above, we get that the same is true with h n • φ −1 n in place of h n . Recall that if f is a smooth compactly supported bump function on U n , then the laws ofh n • φ −1 n andh n • φ −1 n + f are mutually absolutely continuous, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the latter with respect to the former is exp (
obtain (2.6) from (2.8) and the preceding paragraph.
We can now establish the convergence of the second two coordinates in Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.5. Let φ n : U n → φ n (U n ) be as in Lemma 2.3. Then
in law with respect to the distributional topology on the first coordinate and the local uniform topology on C × C on the second coordinate. Proof. Consider a large bounded open set V ⊂ C. Since D h (·, ·; V ) is a deterministic functional of h| V (Axiom II), the total variation convergence in Lemma 2.4 implies that
in the total variation sense. Since the function f of (2.1) is smooth and compactly supported, we can apply (2.5) of Lemma 2.4 to get that
in law as n → ∞. By combining (2.10) and (2.11) (and using Axiom III to get that the map c → D h+c is continuous), then letting V increase to all of C, we obtain
We have φ n (z) → α −1 z and Q log |(φ −1 n ) | → Q log |α| uniformly on compact subsets of C (see the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.4). Combining this with (2.12) and using Axiom III to deal with the convergence of the metrics shows that
in law. The right side of (2.13) equals (h(α·) + Q log |α|, D h ) by Axiom IV .
Proof of Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 2.5 and the Prokhorov theorem, for any sequence of n's tending to ∞, there is a subsequence N and a coupling (h, D h , h , D h ) of two whole-plane GFF's and their associated metrics such that as N n → ∞,
in law. By the a.s. convergence part of Lemma 2.4, we have (h, h φn ) → (h, h(α·) + Q log |α|) in law.
Hence h = h a.s., so also D h = D h a.s. Therefore our subsequential limit is given by the right side of (2.4). Since our initial choice of subsequence was arbitrary, we obtain the statement of the lemma.
Uniform comparison of D h and D φ h
Continue to assume that h is a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h f,1 (0) = 0. To deduce Proposition 2.1 from Lemma 2.3, we need to re-scale to convert from a statement about conformal maps at small scales to a statement about conformal maps which are close to linear at constant-order scales; and we need to ensure that the estimate we obtain is uniform over all z ∈ U . The re-scaling will be accomplished by means of the following basic calculation.
Lemma 2.6. Fix r > 0 and z ∈ C and let h := h(r · +z) − h f,r (z), so that h
Proof. Recall the definition of h φ from (1.11). We apply Axiom III and then Axiom IV to h φ to get that for u, v ∈ r −1 (U − z),
In what follows, we fix δ > 0 and for z ∈ U and r > 0 such that B r (z) ⊂ U , we let
be the event of Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 2.7. Consider a sequence of points {z n } n∈N ⊂ U and radii {r n } n∈N such that z n → z ∈ U and r n → 0. In the notation of Proposition 2.1, we have lim n→∞ P[F rn (z n )] = 1. Proof. For n ∈ N, define the conformal map
Then φ n (0) = 0, φ n (0) = φ (z n ) → φ (z), and (since r n → 0 and z lies at positive distance from ∂U ) every compact subset of C is contained in r −1 n (U n − z n ) for large enough n.
Define the field h n := h(r n · +z n ) − h f,rn (z n ) d = h. By Lemma 2.3 applied with h n in place of h and α = 1/φ n (z), we have the convergence of joint laws
In particular, it holds with probability tending to 1 as n → ∞ that
(2.17)
By Lemma 2.6 along with Axioms III and IV for h, if r n is sufficiently large that D ⊂ r −1 Proof of Proposition 2.1. Assume by way of contradiction that for some compact set K ⊂ U , the relation (2.2) fails. Then there is an ε > 0, a sequence r n → 0, and a sequence of points z n ∈ K such that P[F rn (z n )] ≤ 1 − ε for every n ∈ N. By possibly passing to a subsequence, we can assume without loss of generality that z n → z ∈ K. Then Lemma 2.7 shows that lim n→∞ P[F rn (z n )] = 1, which is a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Recall the notation D φ h from (1.11). To prove Theorem 1.1, we want to upgrade from the statement that D h| U and D φ h are close with high probability at small scales (Proposition 2.1) to the statement that these two metrics are a.s. close globally. This will be done using various local independence properties of the GFF. In this section we will mostly use circle averages rather than the smoothed average h f,r (z) of Section 2.
Bi-Lipschitz equivalence of D h and D φ h
Before establishing that D h| U = D φ h , we will show that the two metrics are bi-Lipschitz equivalent.
Proposition 3.1. Let h be a whole-plane GFF, with any choice of additive constant. For each conformal map φ : U → φ(U ), there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that a.s.
Proposition 3.1 will be a consequence of Proposition 2.1 together with a general criterion for metrics coupled with the same GFF to be bi-Lipschitz equivalent which is proven in [GM19c] . To state the criterion, we need a couple of preliminary definitions. be a coupling of a GFF on U and n random continuous length metrics. We say that D 1 , . . . , D n are jointly local metrics for h if for any open set V ⊂ U , the collection of internal metrics {D j (·, ·; V )} j=1,...,n is conditionally independent from (h| U \V , {D j (·, ·; U \ V )} j=1,...,n ) given h| V .
We note that if each of D 1 , . . . , D n is a local metric for h and is determined by h, then D 1 , . . . , D n are jointly local for h. This is a consequence of [GM19c, Lemma 1.4]. In particular, D h| U and D Theorem 3.4. Let ξ ∈ R, let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h 1 (0) = 0, let U ⊂ C, and let (h, D, D) be a coupling of h with two random continuous metrics on U which are jointly local and ξ-additive for h| U . There is a universal constant p ∈ (0, 1) such that the following is true. Suppose there is a constant C > 0 such that for each compact set K ⊂ U , there exists r K > 0 such that
Let us now check the condition (3.2) for the metrics D h| U and D h φ using Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 3.5. Let h be a whole-plane GFF, with any choice of additive constant. For each p ∈ (0, 1), there exists a constant C = C(p, γ) > 0 such that for each choice of conformal map φ : U → φ(U ) and each compact set K ⊂ U , there exists r K = r K (φ) > 0 such that Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, due to Axiom III we can assume without loss of generality that h is normalized so that h f,1 (0) = 0. By Axioms III and IV , the fact that D h induces the Euclidean topology, and the scale and translation invariance of the law of h, modulo additive constant, we can find small constants a, b > 0 such that for each z ∈ C and each r > 0, it holds with probability at least 1 − (1 − p)/2 that the following is true.
1. D h (∂B r (z), ∂A r/2,2r (z)) ≥ ar ξQ e ξh f,r (z) .
2. For each u, v ∈ ∂B r (z) with |u − v| ≤ br, we have D h (u, v) ≤ (a/100)r ξQ e ξh f,r (z) .
By Proposition 2.1, for each compact set K ⊂ U there exists r K = r K (φ) > 0 such that for each z ∈ K and each r ∈ (0, r K ], it holds with probability at least 1
Combining these estimates shows that for each z ∈ K and each r ∈ (0, r K ], it holds with probability at least p that
By applying condition 2 for D h and the triangle inequality at most 2π/b times, we therefore have that sup metrics are determined by h| U so they are jointly local for h| U . By Axiom III, for z ∈ C and r > 0, the metrics e −ξhr(z) D h and e −ξhr(z) D φ h are each local for h| U − h r (z), so in particular these metrics are ξ-additive for h| U . Therefore, the proposition statement follows from Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.4.
The bi-Lipschitz constant is 1
We will now show that in fact the constant C in Proposition 3.1 can be taken to be one. 
Before proving Proposition 3.6, we explain why it implies our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1, assuming Proposition 3.6. For a whole-plane GFF h and a domain U ⊂ C, we can write h| U as the sum of a zero-boundary GFF on U and an independent random harmonic function on U . Therefore, if h U is a random distribution on U as in Theorem 1.1, then we can couple h U with h in such a way that g := h| U − h U is a random continuous function on U . By Proposition 3.6 and Axiom III, it follows that a.s.
This is a one-sided version of (1.10). By the conformal invariance of the law of the zero-boundary GFF, we can apply this one-sided statement with h U • φ −1 + Q log |(φ −1 ) | in place of h and φ −1 in place of φ to get the opposite inequality in (1.10).
The proof of Proposition 3.6 is similar to the proof of [GM19b, Proposition 3.6]. Fix a small δ ∈ (0, 1) (which we will eventually send to zero) and a parameter α ∈ (1/2, 1), a little bit less than 1. We will use Lemma 2.2 together with a general independence result for events for the GFF restricted to annuli (Lemma 3.7 just below) to cover a given compact set K ⊂ U by Euclidean balls of the form
for each u ∈ ∂B αr (z) and each v ∈ ∂B r (z) which can be joined by a D h| U -geodesic contained in A αr,r (z). If we assume that D φ h ≤ CD h| U for some C > 1, then by considering the times when a D h| U -geodesic between two fixed points z,w ∈ C crosses the annulus A αr,r (z) for such a z and r, we will be able to show that
constant C δ which is strictly smaller than C if δ is chosen to be sufficiently small. This shows that one has to have D φ h ≤ CD h| U for C = 1, since if the optimal constant for which this holds is strictly bigger than 1, then this optimal constant can be improved, which is a contradiction.
The following annulus iteration lemma, which is [GM19c, Lemma 3.1], a generalization of a result from [MQ18] , will be used to produce the desired covering by balls of the form B r/2 (z).
Lemma 3.7. Fix 0 < s 1 < s 2 < 1. Let {r k } k∈N be a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers such that r k+1 /r k ≤ s 1 for each k ∈ N and let {E r k } k∈N be events such that
for which E r k occurs.
For each a > 0 and each b ∈ (0, 1), there exists p = p(a, b, s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ (0, 1) and c = c(a, b, s 1 , s 2 ) > 0 such that if
(3.8)
Let us now define the events to which we will apply Lemma 3.7. For z ∈ U , r > 0 such that B r (z) ⊂ U , and parameters α ∈ (1/2, 1), A > 1, and δ ∈ (0, 1) and let E r (z) = E r (z; α, A, δ) be the event that the following is true.
1. For each u ∈ ∂B αr (z) and each v ∈ ∂B r (z) such that there is a D h -geodesic from u to v which is contained in A αr,r (z), we have D
h (u, ∂A r/2,2r (z)), then each path from u to v which stays in A αr,r (z) has D h -length strictly larger than D h u, v; A r/2,2r (z) . 3. There is a path in A αr,r (z) which disconnects the inner and outer boundaries of A αr,r (z) and has D h -length at most AD h (∂B αr (z), ∂B r (z)).
Condition 1 is the main point of the event E r (z), as discussed just above. The purpose of condition 2 is to ensure that E r (z) is determined by h| A r/2,2r (z) . Indeed, as we will see in the proof of Lemma 3.8 just below, on the event that this condition is satisfied h| A r/2,2r (z) determines which paths in A αr,r (z) are D h -geodesics. The purpose of condition 3 is to ensure that the annuli A αr,r (z) for which E r (z) occurs (rather than just the balls B r (z) for which E r (z) occurs) cover a positive fraction of the D h -length of a D h -geodesic. Indeed, if a D h -geodesic between two points outside of B r (z) enters B αr (z), then it must cross the path from condition 3 twice. Since geodesics are length minimizing, this means that it can spend at most AD h (∂B αr (z), ∂B r (z)) units of time in B αr (z): otherwise the path from condition 3 would provide a shortcut.
We want to use Lemma 3.7 to argue that with high probability we can cover any given compact subset of U by balls B r/2 (z) for which E r (z) occurs. We first check the measurability condition in Lemma 3.7
Lemma 3.8. For each z ∈ C and r > 0, If P is a path from u ∈ ∂B αr (z) to v ∈ ∂B r (z) which stays in A αr,r (z), then P is a D h -geodesic if and only if len(P ; D h ) = D h (u, v). Therefore, if condition 2 holds, then in order for P to be a
If this is the case, then we can tell whether P is a D h -geodesic from the restriction of h to the D h -metric ball of radius D h (u, ∂A r/2,2r (z)) centered at u. We know this restriction is determined by h| A r/2,2r (z) by Axiom II.
On the event that
are determined by h| A r/2,2r (z) . Therefore, the intersection of conditions 1 and 2 in the definition of E r (z) is determined by h| A r/2,2r (z) . Hence we have proven (3.9).
We now use Lemma 2.2 to prove a lower bound for the probability that E r (z) occurs for at least one small value of r.
Lemma 3.9. For each q > 1, there exist parameters α ∈ (1/2, 1) and A > 1, depending only on q, such that for each compact set K ⊂ U and each δ ∈ (0, 1), we have
(3.10)
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, we can apply Lemma 3.7 to find that there exists p = p(q) ∈ (0, 1) such that if (3.11) just below holds, then (3.10) holds:
(3.11)
It therefore suffices to choose α and A in a manner depending only on p in such a way that (3.11) holds. By Axioms III and IV , the fact that D h induces the Euclidean topology, the scale and translation invariance of the law of h, modulo additive constant, we can find S > s > 0 depending on p such that for each sufficiently small r > 0 (depending only on K), for each z ∈ K it holds with probability at least 1 − (1 − p)/4 that D h ∂B r (z), ∂A r/2,2r (z) ≥ sr ξQ e ξhr(z) and sup u,v∈A 3r/4,r (z) D h u, v; A r/2,2r (z) ≤ Sr ξQ e ξhr(z) .
(3.12) Since φ is nearly linear at small scales, after possibly decreasing s and increasing S we can arrange that the same is true with D φ h in place of D h . Since A αr,r (z) ⊂ A 3r/4,r (z) for any choice of α ∈ [3/4, 1), [GM19b, Lemma 2.11] with the above choice of s and S gives an α ∈ [3/4, 1) depending on p such that for each sufficiently small r > 0, it holds for each z ∈ K that the probability of condition 2 in the definition of E r (z) is at least 1 − (1 − p)/3.
By applying Axioms III and IV as above, we can find A > 1 depending on p such that for each sufficiently small r > 0, it holds for each z ∈ K that the probability of condition 3 in the definition of E r (z) is at least 1 − (1 − p)/3.
By Lemma 2.2 applied with b = 1 − α, for each sufficiently small r > 0, it holds for each z ∈ K that the probability of condition 1 in the definition of E r (z) is at least 1 − (1 − p)/3. Combining the three preceding paragraphs shows that (3.11) holds.
Lemma 3.10. There is a universal constant q > 1 such that if α and A are chosen as in Lemma 3.9 for this choice of q, then for each compact set K ⊂ U and each δ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with probability tending to 1 as ε → 0 that the following is true. For each z ∈ K, there exists r ∈ [ε 2 , ε]∩{2 −k : k ∈ N} and w ∈ ε 2 4 Z 2 ∩ B ε (K) such that z ∈ B r/2 (w) and E r (w) occurs.
Proof. Upon choosing q sufficiently large, this follows from Lemma 3.9 and a union bound over all w ∈ ε 2 4 Z 2 ∩ B ε (K).
Proof of Proposition 3.6. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the proof.
Step 1: setup. Let α and A be chosen as in Lemma 3.10. Also let
Proposition 3.1 implies that C * < ∞. We want to show that C * ≤ 1.
To this end, we will show that a.s.
(3.14)
If C * > 1 and δ > 0 is chosen sufficiently small (depending on C * and A), then C δ < C * . This contradicts the definition of C * , so we infer that C * ≤ 1. It remains only to prove (3.14). To this end, fix a compact set K ⊂ U and let ζ ∈ (0, 1) be a small parameter which we will eventually send to zero. By the continuity of D h , we can find a small parameter ρ ∈ (0, 1) and a compact set K satisfying K ⊂ K ⊂ U , depending on K and ζ, such that with probability at least 1 − ζ, we have
(3.15)
Figure 1: Illustration of the proof of Proposition 3.6. The D h -geodesic P from z to w along with one of the balls B r j (w j ) hit by P for which E r j (w j ) occurs are shown. The time t j is the first time after t j−1 at which P exits B r j (w j ) and the time s j is the last time before t j at which P hits ∂B αr j (w j ). Condition 1 in the definition of E r j (w j ) tells us that D φ h (P (s j ), P (t j )) ≤ (1 + δ)(t j − s j ). The orange path comes from condition 3 in the definition of E r j (w j ). It has D h -length is at most AD h (∂B αr j (w j ), ∂B r j (w j )) ≤ A(t j − s j ). Since P is a D h -geodesic and P crosses this orange path both before time t j−1 and after time s j , it follows that s j − t j−1 ≤ A(t j − s j ). This allows us to show that the "good" intervals [s j , t j ] occupy a uniformly positive fraction of the total D h -length of P . This then allows us to show that D φ h (z, w) ≤ C δ D h| U (z, w) for a constant C δ > 0 which is strictly smaller than C * if we assume that C * > 1 and δ is chosen to be sufficiently small. If (3.15) holds, then D h (z, w) = D h| U (z, w) for each pair of points z,w ∈ K with |z − w| ≤ ρ and moreover every D h -geodesic between two such points is contained in K , so in particular is also a D h| U -geodesic.
For ε > 0, let F ε K be the event that (3.15) holds and the event of Lemma 3.10 occurs with the above choices of α, A, δ and with K in place of K, so that P[
Step 2: reducing to an estimate for nearby points. We claim that on F ε K , it is a.s. the case that where the o ε (1) is a random error which tends to zero in probability as ε → 0, uniformly over all z,w ∈ K. Before proving (3.16), we explain why it implies (3.14). Applying (3.16) and sending ε → 0 shows that with probability at least 1 − ζ, we have D φ h (z, w) ≤ C δ D h| U (z, w) for each z,w ∈ K with |z − w| ≤ ρ. This implies that with probability least 1 − ζ, the D φ h -length of any path contained in K is at most C δ times its D h| U -length. Since D h| U and D φ h are length metrics, sending ζ → 0 and letting K increase to all of U gives (3.14).
Step 3: covering a D h -geodesic by paths with short D φ h -length.
Assume that F ε K occurs, let z,w ∈ K with |z − w| ≤ ρ, and let P be a D h -geodesic from z to w. As noted after (3.15), we have P ⊂ K . We will define several objects which depend on P and ε, but to lighten notation we will not make P and ε explicit in the notation.
Let t 0 = 0 and inductively let t j for j ∈ N be the smallest time t ≥ t j−1 at which P exits a Euclidean ball of the form B r (w) for w ∈ ε 2 4 Z 2 ∩ B ε (K) and r ∈ [ε 2 , ε] ∩ {2 −k : k ∈ N} such that P (t j−1 ) ∈ B r/2 (w) and E r (w) occurs; or let t j = D h (z, w) if no such t exists. If t j < D h (z, w), let w j and r j be the corresponding values of w and r. Also let s j be the last time before t j at which P exits B αr j (w). Note that s j ∈ [t j−1 , t j ] and P ([s j , t j ]) ⊂ A αr j ,r j (w j ).
Define the indices J := max{j ∈ N : |z − P (t j−1 )| < 2ε} and J := min{j ∈ N : |w − P (t j+1 )| < 2ε}. (3.17) Since r j ≤ ε and P (t j ) ∈ B r j (w j ) for each j, we have z,w / ∈ B r j (w j ) for j ∈ [J, J] Z . By the definition of F ε K , on this event we have t j < D h (z, w) and |P (t j−1 ) − P (t j )| ≤ 2ε whenever |w − P (t j−1 )| ≥ ε. Therefore, on F ε K , P (t J ) ∈ B 4ε (z) and P (t J ) ∈ B 4ε (w).
(3.18)
Since P is a D h -geodesic, for j ∈ [J, J] Z also P | [s j ,t j ] is a D h -geodesic from P (s j ) ∈ ∂B αr j (w j )
to P (t j ) ∈ ∂B r j (w j ). By definition, this D h -geodesic stays in A αr j ,r j (w j ). Combining this with condition 1 in the definition of E r j (w j ) (applied with u = P (s j ) and v = P (t j )) and the definition (3.13) of C * , we obtain D φ h (P (s j ), P (t j )) ≤ (1 + δ)(t j − s j ) and D We will now argue that s j − t j−1 is not too much larger than t j − s j . If j ∈ [J, J] Z , then since r j ≤ ε and |P (t j ) − z| ∧ |P (t j ) − w| ≥ 2ε, the geodesic P must cross the annulus A αr j ,r j (w j ) at least once before time t j−1 and at least once after time s j . By the definition of E r j (w j ), there is a path disconnecting the inner and outer boundaries of this annulus with D h -length at most AD h ∂B αr j (w j ), ∂B r j (w j ) . The geodesic P must hit this path at least once before time t j−1 and at least once after time s j . Since P is a geodesic and P (s j ) ∈ ∂B αr j (w j ), P (t j ) ∈ ∂B r j (w j ), it follows that s j − t j−1 ≤ AD h ∂B αr j (w j ), ∂B r j (w j ) ≤ A(t j − s j ).
Adding A(s j − t j−1 ) to both sides of this inequality, then dividing by A + 1, gives s j − t j−1 ≤ A A + 1 (t j − t j−1 ). (3.20)
Step 4: upper bound for D φ h . We can now observe that on F ε K , it holds for each z,w ∈ K with |z − w| ≤ ρ that ≤ C δ D h| U (z, w) (since P is a D h| U -geodesic). where the o ε (1) tends to 0 in probability as ε → 0, uniformly over all z,w ∈ K. Combining this with (3.21) gives (3.16).
